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Foreign Music is where all the hipsters are.

—Stanley Goman. Head of Retail Operations.

Tower Records. 1995 1

HASN'T WOR1.n MUSIC. BF.FN
AROUND FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS?

One of the most notable trends in the music industry since the
1980s has been the rise in popularity of new music genres: world music, world
beat, world fusion; in Germany, Weltbeat and Weltmusik2; in other parts of the
world, ethnopop, Afropop, Afrobeat. Offshoots of these genres include: tribal,
techno-tribal, and cybertribal, as well as ambient, trance, and new age. All of

these categories overlap to some degree and with other categories I haven't men-

tioned. In 1988, Tower Records' international buyer told Newsweek that his sec-

tion was "definitely the fastest growing part of the store," more than tripling in the

previous three years. 3 By 1991 the market share of world music was equal to clas-

sical music and jazz,4 two very small categories (according to the Recording

Industry Association of America, in 1995, the market share of classical music was

2.9% and for jazz, 3.0%; they had no category for world music as of this writing).5

A report in Forbes says that only about 2% of Tower Records' sales are of "foreign

music."6

Two percent isn't much, but the visibility (audibility?) ofworld music is grow-

ing fast. For example, the Pakistani Qawwali singer Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan sang a

duet with Eddie Vedder of Pearl Jam for the soundtrack to Tim Robbins's film Dead
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Alan IValking, which raised Khan's fame to the extent that he was recently signed
by Rick Rubin's Atnerican Recordings, an eclectic label that records, among 0th.
ers, Johnny Cash, Jesus and Mary Chain, Donovan, Pete Droge, Sir Mix-a-Lot
and Slayer.7 Plans are in the works for Khan to release two traditional albums and
possibly one featuring more duets. "Nusrat is a powerful and charismatic per.
fonner," says label founder Rubin, "and in Pakistan, his singing is referred to as
'the voice of God'. I want to try and help him make the best records he can "8

So to what do these labels refer? The history of the world music designation
isn't difficult to trace, though we should tease out an early academic meaning and
a more recent, popular one. As early as the late 1970s and early 1980s some eth_
nomusicologists were using the term world music to describe all the musics ofthe
world's peoples. No one then saw it as a phrase with potentially pejorative under_
tones; it was merely a shorthand way of separating the musics of west and the rest.
So there were conferences with world music as the subject, and a book, by Bruno

Nettl, examining The Western Impact on World Music. 9

But the term did not really gain much currency until a little later. In The Vir-

gin Directory of World Music, Philip Sweeney explains:

In the summer of 1987, a series of meetings took place in an upstairs room of a

North London pub, the Empress of Russia. Present were about 25 representatives of

independent record companies, concert promoters, broadcasters and other individ-

uals active in the propagation in Britain of music from around the world. The objec-

tive was to discuss details of a modest promotional campaign for the autumn, and to

boost sales of the increasing numbers of records being issued, as the boom in inter-

est in African music continued and extended to other parts of the world. One of the

obstacles to persuading record shops to stock much of the new international prod-

uct was reported to be the lack of an identifying category to describe it, record shop

managers didn't know whether to call it "ethnic", "folk", "international", or some

other equivalent, and were inclined in the absence of an appropriate niche in their

racks simply to reject it. It was decided, as part of a month-long promotion that

October, to create such a tag and attempt to spread its use via one or two music press

adverts, a cassette compilation of music on the various labels involved in the cam-

paign, and the distribution to record shops of "browser cards" bearing the new

appellation, to be placed in the sections it was hoped they would now create in their

racks. After a good deal of discussion the term chosen was world music, other con-

tenders such as "Tropical Music" being judged too narrow of scope.... Within

months the term was cropping up in the British press, within a year it had crossed

the Channel and was rivalling the existing French phrase "sono mondiale", coined

three years earlier by the fashionable Paris glossy Actuel and its broadcasting sub-

sidiary Radio Nova, and within three years it was in regular mainstream music
industry use in Britain, the United States and northern Europe. [Probably less than
three years, if the traditionally slow Billboard established a world music chart in
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1990, the tertn was certainly in circulation before then.] This may be regrettable for

those people, including myself, who dislike the term for its combination of a mean-
inglessly wide literal field of reference, with a capricious and subjective actual appli-

cation, but it is also understandable. No better short phrase has yet been proposed,

and thus the term World Music has taken on quite a sturdy life of its own, which is

one of the reasons it forms the title of this book. 10

I quote this story at length because it illustrates the kinds of drives that create

markets and niches, how they came to being in the margins and moved into the

mainstream (sometimes), and how creating a physical space to put the products

in has much to do with how the product is labeled, marketed, and bought. In one

gesture the old but not quite gone "international" label (which could include

anything from Clancy and Makem Irish singalongs to polkas) is supplanted by a

trendier, less musty, less your-grandparents'-music category that encompasses

everything from field recordings made by ethnomusicologists to the latest in pop

and rock from outside Europe and North America.

Sometimes, though, if this pop originates outside Europe and America, it

might be labeled world beat, which is a term used more by listeners than the

music industry. Steven Feld writes of the ways that the discourses surrounding

world music and world beat began as mutually distinct categories but are getting

less and less differentiated as time goes on. Il This is probably true; world music

has become an umbrella category for the musics of the world that are folk and/or

traditional. World beat musics— more identifiably popular than folk or tradition-

al—can fall into this all-inclusive label but more often refer to musics that are ori-

ented more to North American and British pop and rock. And the world beat

label hasn't enjoyed the success in the music industry that the more general world

music has. "World beat," when used at all, usually applies to popular musics from

non-European cultures, though there is some exclusivity, as well as much over-

lapping. 12 The term isn't usually applied to music by western popular musicians

such as Peter Gabriel and Paul Simon—their music is, generally, "rock"—but

rather is reserved for nonwestern musicians like Youssou N'Dour. As Billboard's

New Age and World Music chart manager Eric Lowenhar put it in 1991, "Warn-

er [Warner Bros., Simon's record company] has asked why I won't put him

[Simon] on the [World Music] charts. We need to give other artists their own

place."13 (Simon's music is usually on the Adult Contemporary charts).

Andrew Goodwin and Joe Gore provide an excellent discussion of this term in

"World Beat and the Cultural Imperialism Debate," in which they identify a 1983

album of that title by an Austin, Texas musician Dan Del Santo as the origin of

the term. 14 Del Santo's music on this album is a kind offunk/rock/jazz; the epony-

mous track is an instrumental in the same vein. His 1990 album OffYour Nyash

features a photo of him on the cover over the caption: "The Undisputed Origina-

tor of World Beat."15 And World Beat is the name of his band; World Beat Music

is the name of his publishing company.



Later, the American independent record label Shanachie, which had
previs

ously concentrated on African and Irish musics, began a new series called "World

Beat/Ethno-Pop" in 1988. This label appeared on the cover of several of their

albums, but the company seems to have dropped the series title after only a few

years for the simpler "World" designation. 16 In the meantime, many of the artists

they introduced to American artists in this series achieved the kind of

most musicians dream of: they moved from this independent ("indie") company

to a bigger one, as did, for example, Ofra Haza, Sheila Chandra, Dissidenten, and

others.

On Shanachie's release of Ofra Haza's Fifty Gates of Wisdom, the company

explained their series as follows:

All around the globe new music is being made which takes the world's myriad musi_

cal traditions, with all their power and eloquence, and injects them with the inten_

sity and urgency ofWestern pop, using the full 

World 

palette 

Beat 

ofcontemporary 

is a fascinating 

instruments

new mech-
and state-of-the-art recording techniques..

anism which enables traditional music to again play the prominent role it histori-

cally has had in rejuvenating the world's popular music. Shanachie's World

Beat/Ethno-Pop series presents many of the most impressive works of this provoca-

tive new movement. 17

With this statement, Shanachie taps into many of the themes I will explore in

these chapters: the mythification of nonwestern musics, rejuvenation, and a dis-

tancing of their series from the more traditional ethnomusicological ones associ-

ated with labels such as Folkways and the Nonesuch Explorer Series. 18

Since the proliferation ofworld music, there has been an inevitable fracturing

ofthis umbrella category into subgenres; Philip Sweeney's characterization of the

world music label as marking a "meaninglessly wide literal field of reference" is

quite correct. 19 New designations are cropping up all the time—I sometimes

think my local record store has changed them every time I go in. So now there is

ambient music, trance music, space music, world ambient, tribal music, ethnic

fusion, ethno-techno, ethno-punk, techno-tribal, and doubtless others I haven't

yet heard of, and still others that will appear after I have written this and before

you read it. 20 Most of these musics overlap with each other and many overlap with

the new age category, so that it is possible to find musicians without any world

music experience or aspirations making acoustic/ambient/trance music that

sounds to most listeners like some genericized "ethnic" music. And listeners to

these musics overlap themselves. The proliferating newsgroups on the Internet

that deal with new age and ambient musics talk about some of the same musi-

cians and radio programs, for example.21

All of these labels possess an enormous currency in delimiting power. Their

dispersal and their accompanying ideologies are perhaps best illustrated by two
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examples. The first is a query of a puzzled Internet user in Hong Kong writing
to the newsgroup rec.music.indian.misc (I have left the original spelling intact
in this and all subsequent quotations of Internet postings unless otherwise indi-

cated):

I have never before been on this newsgroup. But I had to. In a local newspaper, a
food journalist called the music in an Indian restaurant "definitely newage." I'm
sure the music must have been Indian.

Please tell me what is newage music and why would (if he did) the journalist call

Indian music newage, when it has been around for thousands of years?

Stuart Hall's global post-modern was never more evident here: A Hong Kong
Chinese person (judging by the name on his email address) inquiring about Indi-
an classical music in an Indian restaurant in Hong Kong, addressing his question

to the multinational users of the Internet.

The second example comes from a recent trip to Mexico City. I walked into
the Tower Records and found all the usual U.S. and U.K. pop and rock music sus-

pects on the ground floor, labeled "Pop" and "Rock." All the Mexican and other

Latin American pop and rock musics were upstairs in the World Music section of

the store, a bigger section, with a live karaoke singer performing the latest hits.

WF.IC.OMF. TO TV-IF. MARKET

Steven Feld has written that "commodity capitalism, and par-

ticularly monopoly capitalism, promotes musical tokenism. And 'world beat' at

this juncture is deeply about musical tokenism, especially in the way marketing

strategies oppose it to 'world music'. "22 In order to track one of the forms of hege-

mony of this kind of musical tokenism, and explore further the ways that "world

music" was a commercial construction, we should look at the music sales period-

ical of record, Billboard magazine and its charts. As the magazine itself writes in

its advertisements, "It isn't a hit until it's a hit in Billboard," and they're quite right,

for they publish the lists of hits and hitmakers.

CHARTS

Billboard heralded the debut of their World Music chart in May of 1990, with

these words:

Billboard introduces its World Music chart in this issue....

Based on reports from a panel of 40 dealers, the World Music chart lists the top

15 best-selling albums in this growing genre. The chart will run biweekly in the

Retail section in tandem with the 25-position New Age chart under the heading Top

Adult Alternative Albums... .23

The juxtaposition with the New Age chart and subsumption of both new charts

under the heading "Top Adult Alternative Albums" tells much about how world
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music has been positioned within existing music categories: it is dmusic for gro„n-ups, music as wallpaper, music that does not, on its
a out 

misogyny, 
raci lycolonialism, what have you. And it is more than just a juxtaposition, forth smperson manages both the World Music and New Age charts.24

A compilation ofaJl the World Music charts from Billboard 
magazine

e same'

some inkling as to who and what sells, in addition to revealing a few trends.25gives
is the huge portion ofreggae musicians in the world Music chart, until
began a reggae chart in the issue of4 March 1994.26 But trend seems Qrd
out of nowhere. In March 1995, the label Narada introduced Celtic Le me
Global Celtic Journey, which debuted at the number 2 position. It never 

attainednumber I, though it remained on the charts for 52 weeks and appeared
board's list ofthe top ten World Music albums of 1995. This success was quicklyfollowed (partly by accident and partly by design, it seems, given the dates) br een 0 which charted 

bAugust 1996. Several have sold quite well, though none as well as the first. Th.craze for things Celtic caused one of the major labels, Atlantic (part of WEA, Is
of the six biggest record companies in the world) to create a line called CelticHeartbeat, which offers music by the Irish band Clannad, among others. I shouldalso note that some of these albums appeared on the New Age charts as well.Atlantic/Celtic Heartbeat's promotional material pulls together features of the dis.

courses and imagery of authenticity, new age and more, to hook potential listen.ers. For example, a promotional postcard issued in 1995, features text, partly in a"Gaelic" font, superimposed over a stormy seaside sunset seen behind a castletower halfway in view that is faded into the water so that it appears not quite real.27

Over the Miles

Over the Centuries

Celtic Heartbeat

Music with Resonance

Celtic music is as unique as Ireland itself:
its people, their history, their future. It encompasses wonder,
mysticism and tradition. And now there is a label
dedicated to bringing the best of Celtic music to the world:
Celtic Heartbeat.

Another indicator of the success of "Celtic" music is the response to a 1993Volkswagen television ad that included background music by Clannad. The com-pany received so many calls about the music that a revised version of the spotincluded the band's name and song title, which anyone who watches television
advertisements will know is unusual. 28 This ad propelled the album Anam (theIrish word for "soul"), originally released in 1982, onto the World Music charts
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beginning on 17 April 1993 where it remained for 55 weeks, making it one of thebest-selling World Music albums of 1993. This belated boost also raised salesfrom the original 45,000 to over 250,000 and helped make Clannad one of thetop-selling World Music bands since the charts began and the number one WorldMusic band in 1993 (the album itself was no. 5). Sales of the Volkswagen Passat
also increased by 25%.

The reason for this surge of interest in things "Celtic" isn't entirely clear,
though I would propose it has something to do with the increasing consciousness
of ethnicity in contemporary American life and the concomitant commodifica-
tion of ethnicity in music, even white ethnicities: European Americans are loath
to be left out. In making this point, I am rehearsing a widely made argument in
studies of ethnicity in the United States concerning some members of the domi-
nant culture's perceptions of themselves as lacking an ethnic identity. The issue
of dominant middle-class envy of ethnic communities surfaced, for example, in
Habits of the Heart, where the authors explicitly oppose the middle-class empha-
sis on individuality with lower-class concern for group solidarity and relationships.
This contrast, the authors suggest, "is expressed by middle-class Americans them-
selves when they entertain envious fantasies about more 'meaningful communi-
ty' among lower-class racial and ethnic groups or among (usually European) aris-
tocracies."29 Enter the craze for the Celtic, a word sufficiently vague that almost
any white American could claim to have some Celtic ancestry. Also, as usual in
discussions of world music, the new age isn't far away, for Celtic beliefs form an
important part of some new age beliefs and practices.

Another trend worth noting is the rise of collections; there were none on the
charts until early 1993, when Ellipsis Arts .. .'s 4-CD Global Meditation arrived,
where it stayed for 33 weeks. This success, combined with the lesser success of
their Global Celebration (also 4 CDs), helped make Ellipsis Arts ... a player in
the world music market, for it appeared on Billboard's list of the top-five world
music labels in 1993; they are also expecting to increase their annual earnings by
about 25% from 1995 to 1996. 30 The success of such collections isn't difficult to
understand, since they are mostly compilations of previously released material
and are thus relatively inexpensive to assemble, especially if the company already
owns the rights to the recordings. Further, as musical hors d'oeuvres, they don't tax
listeners' attention spans.

My compilations of all the charts contain no surprises: western musicians
dominate.

Position Artist

1. Gipsy Kings

2. Clannad
3. Strunz & Farah

Years on Top Chart

1990, 1991, 1992,

1994, 1995, 1996

1993, 1994, 1995, 1996

1991, 1992, 1996

Region/Music

France: Flamenco

Ireland: Celtic

fusions

-1

Table 1.1

Billboard's Best-Selling

World Musicians.
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(coatwatd)
Years on Top Chart

Region/MusicPosition Anist

Boukman Eksperyans 1991, 1993 Haiti

5. 'Ihe Chieftains 1995, 1996 Ireland: Celtic
6. Ry Cooder

1994, 1995
North America

7. Cesaria Fnra 1995, 1996 Cape Verde

S. Angélique Kidjo 1992, 1994 Benin

9. Lebo M 1995, 1996 South Africa: pop

10. Loreena McKennitt 1995, 1996 Canada: Celtic

ll. Youssou N'Dour 1991, 1992 Senegal

12. Ali Farka Toure
1993, 1994 Mali

13. Zap Mama 1993, 1994 Africa/Europe: 
fusions

14. 3 Mustaphas 3 1991

15. Altan
1994

16. Mary Black 1995

Cirque du Soleil 1995

England: fusions
Ireland: Celtic
Ireland: Celtic

French-Canadian

18. Sheila Chandra

19. Johnny Clegg

and Savuka

20. Ry Cooder and

V. M. Bhatt

21. James Galway

22. Mickey Hart

23. Ofra Haza

24. Henry Kaiser and

David Lindley

25. Salif Keita

26. Kronos Quartet

27. Ladysmith

Black Mambazo

28. Baaba Maal

29. Hugh Masekela

30. Mahlathini and the

Mahotella Queens

31. Thomas Mapfumo

32. Sergio Mendes

33. Margareth Menzes

34. Mouth Music
35. Le Mystere des

Voix Bulgares

36. Nightnoise

37. Outback

1993

1990

1993

England: fusions
South Africa

North Americanndia:
fusions

1996 Ireland: Celtic

1992 North America: fusions
1993 Israel

1992 North America/Africa:

fusions

1994 Senegal

1992 North America/Africa:

fusions

1990 South Africa

1993 Senegal

1994 South Africa

1990 South Africa

1991 Zimbabwe

1992 Brazil
1990

Brazil

1991 Scotland: Celtic
1990 Bulgaria

1995 Ireland: Celtic/new age
1992 Australia/Africa: fusions
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Position Artist

38. Keali'i Reichel

39. Ravi Shankar and

Philip Glass

40. Sweet Honey

in the Rock

41. The Tahitian Choir

42. Bill Whelan

Years on Top Chart

1996

1990

1994

1993

1996

Region/Music

Hawai'i

India/North America:

fusions

African-American:

gospel

Tahiti

Ireland: Celtic

Since Billboard compiles its charts based on sales, it is no surprise that, for the
most part, fairly unchallenging music appears at the top of these lists." In partic-
ular, there is never any music from the far east, which most western listeners find
the most foreign, despite the spate of press coverage of such albums as the Oki-
nawan Shoukichi Kina's Peppermint Tea House on Luaka Bop.32 Even with the
popularity of some African musicians, western European and North American
musicians still sell the most. "If it isn't Celtic or the Gipsy Kings, it's very hard to
get on the Billboard World Music chart," says Suzanne Hannema, U.S. product
manager for Real World, the English label founded by Peter Gabriel.33

Artist Album Title

Gipsy Kings Gipsy Kings

Debut date

5/19/90

500,000 date date

5/19,90 6/10/95

9

Table 1.1 (continued)

Billboard'

The Chieftains The Long Black Veil 

Lebo M

Gipsy Kings

Gipsy Kings

The Lion King:

Rhythm of the

Pride Lands

Mosaique

The Best of

the Gipsy Kings

2/18/95

3/18/95

5/19/90

4/1 5195

3/18195

5/13B5

5/27195

5/25196

As western musicians dominate the charts, the biggest and most powerful
recording companies dominate: ten of the sixteen companies represented are one
of the six majors (CEMA, EMD, PolyGram, Sony, UNI, WEA), and five of nine
of these are in the top two thirds.

Label

Mango

Elektra

Shanachie

Warner Bros.

Atlantic

Years Owned By

1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994 PolyGram

1990, 1991, 1992

1991, 1992, 1993 independent

1990, 1995, 1996

1993, 1994

Table

*ith

charted •IEums.34
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table 1.3 (continued)
Label

Hannibal

Nonesuch

RCA Victor

Ryko

Walt Disney

Capitol

Elektra Musician

Ellipsis Arts..

RCA

Triloka

Windham Hill

GRAMMY *WARDS

Years

1992, 1994

1995, 1996

1995, 1996

1991, 1992

1995, 1996

1990

1994

1993

1995

1994

1996

Owned By

Ryko-independent

BMG

independent

independent

EMI)

independent

BMG

independent

BMG

IfBillboard keeps track ofthe day-to-day affairs of the music industry, the annu-

al Grammy awards presented by the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sci-

ences (NARAS) recognizes those who sell and excel. Not long after Billboard

introduced its World Music chart, NARAS added a new Grammy award category

for world music in the summer of 1991. NARAS president Michael Greene

employed some unmemorable press-conference speak to justify this: "We noticed

activity connected to these specific forms of music. We realized these genres were

growing and more young artists were getting involved."" Greene also announced

at the time, NARAS's decision to limit the fields of Latin, new age, folk, blues, reg-

gae, polka, bluegrass, children's, comedy, spoken word, and engineering/non-

classical as album-only categories, meaning that only whole albums can be con-

sidered, not single songs. Greene's comment on this decision contrasts with the

world music Grammy winners thus far: "We wanted to keep pop singers from

doing one song with a reggae beat and being included in that category. This is a

purification process, it creates a more mature category as opposed to having pop

artists dabbling in our specialized fields."36

The creation of charts and awards doesn't mean that world music was previ-

ously ignored, but that it showed up—albeit rarely— in other categories. The first

in the Grammys was the "Best Performance, Folk" category introduced in 1959,

the year after the Grammys began. Appendix 2 contains a complete list of this des-

ignation and its spinoffs from their inceptions, and a perusal of it clearly indicates

changing tastes in the "exotic" as well as the increase in diversity of the kinds of
music represented. What is at first obvious is that whatever passed for "folk" music
in the 1950s and 1960s would not fall in these categories today. For example,
Harry Belafonte, the biggest winner in the '50s and '60s, followed by Peter, Paul,
and Mary, was usurped by the mid-1960s, by hipper, urban musicians. Belafonte,
the most frequent winner in the first half of the 1960s, was never again nominat-
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ed for another Grammy in any of these categories. In 1970, the name of the award
was changed again to "Best Ethnic or Traditional Recording (Including Tradi-tional Blues)," so many African-American blues singers begin to take over the
awards in this category. In 1974, the name was changed again to "Best Ethnic or
Traditional Recording (Including Traditional Blues and Pure Folk)," indicating a
recognition of a kind of authenticity. No matter the title, though, throughout the
1970s, Muddy Waters and Doc Watson took almost all the awards, so that by
1982, a "Best Traditional Blues Recording" Grammy was added, and in 1986, the
name of the ethnic/traditional category was changed to "Best Traditional Folk
Recording." Still, despite a few nominations along the way (for Miriam Makeba,
Ravi Shankar, and Ali Akbar Khan), no non-U.S. musician (except Canadian Joni
Mitchell, who won in 1969 for Clouds) ever won an unshared Grammy in any of
these categories until 1987, when Ladysmith Black Mambazo earned the award
for Shaka Zulu, their first album after working with Paul Simon on Graceland in
1986. The Grammy nominees and awards have pretty much tracked Billboard's
World Music charts, for nearly all Grammy nominees appeared on the Billboard
charts, and three of the five winners attained the number I position on the chart.

The Grammy awards in World Music thus far have gone to:

1991 Planet Drum

1992 Brasileiro
1993 A Meeting by the River
1994 Talking Timbuktu

1995 Boheme

Mickey Hart and guests

Sergio Mendes

V. M. Bhatt and Ry Cooder

Ali Farka Toure and Ry Cooder

Deep Forest

What is interesting about this list is that most of the primary musicians come from
the realm of U.S. popular musics, and that most of the awards went to collabora-
tions: between Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart and a number of other per-
cussionists from around the world; between rock/folk/jazz/roots/blues guitarist Ry
Cooder and two world music stars, Indian musician V. M. Bhatt (who plays a
Mohan vind, a kind of south Indian slide guitar) and Malian singer-guitarist Ali
Farka Toure. None of these albums makes it into World Music: The Rough Guide
(the most comprehensive guidebook of world music, which I'll discuss below),
which helps point out the difference between the "pure" world music focus of
that guide and the syncretic, popular, crossover world music favored by NARAS
and Billboard and reflected in relatively high sales; this makes it clear that their
president's claims of purification concerned album style and consistency, not
musical style.

If we look at the nominations for the Grammys we find a little more range than
the list of winners might lead us to expect. The 1994 Grammy nominations for
"Best World Music Album" (obtained from the Internet,37 reproduced below as
Table I. 5) included musicians and entire bands from outside the North American
and British popular music hegemony: the Gipsy Kings are from southern France;

11

Table 1.4

Grammy Winners for

Best World Music Album.
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Milton 
Nascimento is a black Brazilian; Youssou N'Dour is Senegalese and

mainly in his native Wolof (l will discuss him in chapter 5); and zap
ama

(whom I'll 
discuss in chapter 7) is an African-Belgian group ofwomen

in a variety 
oflanguages and styles from the African and European continents

Milton Nascimento

1994 Brammy Nominees for

Best Music Album.

Angelus

Love Liberté

The Guide (Wommat)

Sabsylma

Talking Timbuktu

Gipsy Kings

Youssou N'Dour

Zap Mama

Ry Cooder with Ali Farka Toure

Ry coder and Ali Farka Toure eventually won, the second year in a for

Cooder and a nonwestern collaborator, thus showing that, as Paul Simon demon
_

strated with his Grammy-winning Graceland in 1986, hiring musicians from out.

side the west helps establish (or reestablish, in Simon's case) U.S. musician's visi.

bility with the general public.

Deep Forest

ISSS Bnmmy Nominees for

Est World Music Album

Boheme

Cesaria Evora

Firin' in Fouta

Raga Aberi

Cesaria Evora

Baaba Maal

Shankar with Zakir Hussain

and Vikku Vinayakram

The Splendid Master Gnawa The Splendid Master Gnawa Musicians of

Musicians ofMorocco Morocco featuring Randy Weston

Not much changed in 1995; there was, again, a fairly wide variety of musics

and musicians represented, but the award went, predictably, to Deep Forest's

Boheme, a danced-up, sample-heavy, highly manipulated treatment of a range of

musics, mainly from Eastern Europe, and the Hungarian folk singer Mårta

Sebestyén.38 This album won after a well-publicized campaign by NARAS to

make the Grammy choices hipper,39 but as we have seen, there was little chance

that any of the nonwestern nominees for 1995 would win, since there was no

precedent for such a victory.40 Even more plainly than the folk and blues cate-

gories, no world music Grammy has ever gone to a non-American musician or

group exclusively (except for Brasileiro, and even that album was largely made in

the U.S., where Mendes has lived since 1964).

The accompanying notes to the winning Boheme feature the same kind of
new-ageifying and naturalizing evident from their earlier, popular Deep Forest;
here is a sample from Boheme's liner notes by the two principal musicians, Eric
Mouquet and Michel Sanchez:

The enchanting timbre of a strange woman's voice unmistakably marked Transyl-
vania as our new destination in that stationary journey which gives our music mean-
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ing. Echoes ofdeep forests, ancient legends and buried tales still resounded there.
The voice revealed a name—Mårta (Sebestyénl, and she seemed to be singing
directly to us. She would be the guide, thread and bird of good omen on our
Bohemian wanderings. 41

And the album's cover continues this natural theme with lovely, sunlight-filtered
leaves.

Figure 1.1

Deep Forest

Boheme, cover.

Perhaps more interesting—or at least, less predictable—at the 1995 Grammys,
the master sarod player Ali Akbar Khan was nominated for a Grammy in the folk
music category for his 2-CD album Then and Now; he lost to Ramblin' Jack
Elliott's South Coast. There is nothing "folk" about Khan's music, of course; he
plays Hindustani (North Indian) classical music, though it has become occasion-
ally tinged by new age influences after his many years of living in San Rafael, Cal-
ifornia, where he has operated the Ali Akbar College of Music since 1967.42 Also,
the Los Angeles-based Chicano/roots/rock band Los Lobos won the Best Pop
Instrumental Performance Grammy for their soundtrack to the film Desperado.
These two examples show the slipperiness of the categories and the ways that
musicians, particularly musicians outside the most prestigious categories, can be
made to fit anywhere, no matter what their music may sound like.

Comparing the musics and musicians on Billboard's world music charts to
those of the Grammy awards', we find that NARAS is clearly more interested in

world music not made in Europe or America (though some Europeans and
Americans do appear). But the Celtic fringe is gone, and any recording that might

be a blockbuster (such as Lebo M's sound track to Disney's The Lion King:
Rhythm of the Pride Lands) is absent as well. NARAS's concerns may be more cen-

tered on "pure" world music than Billboards, but, even so, the awards thus far have
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always gone to American or European stars who collaborate with or appropriate

other musics and musicians and who show little long-term interest in these other

musics and musicians.

The practices of marketing and labeling of world music and world beat con.

tinue an old binary of "the west" and "the rest," putting hugely diverse bodies of

musics into the same box, while Gabriel, Simon, and other western musicians are

allowed the more prestigious and general "rock" (or more specific "Adult Con-

temporary") label. Part of the impetus behind such labeling is that record stores

need to put things in their place. If you go to a record store you find "rock" music

as its own category, subdivided by the musician's names, whereas the nonwestern

music section would be subdivided by country (or region or continent), then, per-

haps, further subdivided by the musicians' names. Furthermore, all kinds of musi-

cal traditions from these cultures would be lumped together. It would be difficult

to ask Tower Records or other national retailers to change their categories; but such

commercial practices point out, yet again, the limitless ways capitalism constructs

centers and margins, and how the margins, no matter how diverse, are nonethe-

less undifferentiated almost beyond recognition. Record stores' approaches to mar-

keting, labeling, and selling help demonstrate the contradictory and conflicted

nature of capitalism, which Lawrence Grossberg has described as a "difference-

making machine," but a machine that, as he knows, also seeks stability and pre-

dictability. In this case, stability is achieved through the establishment ofstandard,

homogeneous categories such as "world music" that are in the end neither stable

nor homogeneous at all. 43

CROSSOVER

Even though marketing strategies try to lump diverse musics into single cate-

gories, they also frequently use multiple music categories at one time. Probably
the best illustration of this trend is the recent release of Vision: The Music of
Hildegard von Bingen by Angel Records, obviously an attempt to follow up on the

success ofAngel's Chant, a recording of Gregorian chants by Benedictine monks
from Santo Domingo de Silos in Spain, an album that went gold and platinum in
1994, the first ever platinum album for Angel (selling 3 million copies thus far),
reaching the number I position on Billboard's classical chart and number 3 on
the pop charts.44 The monks refused to make a second album for EMI/Angel, say-
ing they had been underpaid for the first one, so Angel scrambled to recreate the
success ofChant.45 Hence, the cover art of Vision is remarkably similar to Chant;
even the font is the same.46 Vision was heralded with a full-page ad in Rolling
Stone, two issues running, in late 1994, with three different toll-free numbers for
listening, ordering, and more information. Dial the "Touchtunesnt" number,
punch in the 3-digit code for Vision, and you hear a stereotypically se,xy woman'svoice: "'There is the music of heaven in all things, and we have forgotten how tohear it until we sing.' Twelfth-century mystic and prophet Hildegard von Bingenlived in a heavenly world of music, Now, Hildegard transcends time, so you can
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HEAR THE VISION
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hear the Vision. From the Angel that brought you Chant, hear the Vision, exclu-
sively on Angel Records." It sold 200,000 units in its first four months, very good
sales indeed. 47

The description in the ad, "a very modern offering of the music of Hildegard
von Bingen, merging twelfth-century chant, world beat rhythms and electronic
soundscapes," caught my attention. Angel seemed to think that using the market-
ing buzzwords "chant," "world beat," and "soundscapes" would catch the eyes of
different portions of the market and that they would have successfully concocted
another hit (marketers used a similar strategy to sell "Teenage Mutant Ninja Tur-
tles"—throw some buzzwords together and hope they strike home; this is what
one might call the splatter effect). It is true that late capitalism has produced
niche markets,48 but just as true that by attempting to combine those markets,
companies can attempt to turn a marginal product into a major one by bringing
some of the contradictory strands of discourses together. Vision has indeed made
the Billboard Classical Crossover charts (it was number I for 14 straight weeks),
though by its sound it ought to be on the New Age chart. The press release from
Angel continues the mixture of discourses, beginning by invoking new age senti-
ments—"CHANT brought you inner peace. VISION will illuminate that inner
peace"—but continuing only a sentence later with the authenticity discourse
familiar to listeners to early music: "Using two unique vocalists for authenticity,
Sister Germaine Fritz, a Benedictine nun, and Emily Van Evera, a world
renowned early music vocalist and historian... ."49 Even though the wording isn't



entirely clear, here we have two different authenticities being invoked: the "early

music" authenticity of Van Evera and the authenticity of Sister Germaine Fritz

prioress of St. Walburga Monastery in Elizabeth, New Jersey. Angel obviously

wanted a nun to participate in the recording. 50

At the same time, the world music aspect of the album isn't authentic in this

way at all. The promised world rhythms turn out to have been available on a CD

collection entitled Supreme Beats: A Percussion Library by Bashiri Johnson.

Bashiri Johnson has worked for Madonna, Whitney Houston, and others and

oversaw a staff of several additional percussionists for Supreme Beats. This Jr-CD

set reportedly took six months to complete and contains 650 grooves in four

hours, in four categories: "contemporary," "dance/hip-hop," "African," and

"world"; subcategories include Mozambique, Charleston, cha-cha, tribal vocal,

and more. Supreme Beats is described by its label's chief executives as "a working

tool for people who make music," saying that the collection is for people who use

sampling as a creative tool, adding that one should "consider this collection an

invitation to apply Bashiri's grooves to your own music. Use these sounds. Be orig.

inal and true to yourself. Make wonderful music. "51 For $350.

Even though world music was originally an industry-sponsored term, people in
the industry have differing opinions about just what world music is. Most people
agree that there has been a shift away from ethnomusicological purism, so that
now, world music artists are presented as artists, as individuals, instead of name-
less "natives." So, for example, Peter Siegel, founder of Henry St. Records, says
that the Chinese musician Sisi Chen's Tides and Sand album featuring the
yangqin (a hammered zither-type instrument) would have been presented before
as a yangqin album, "now it is designed to highlight Sisi Chen as a very expressive
artist. "52

WORI.D MUSICIANS

The world is based on this system of labels and it's difficult to be successful if you
don't slot nicely into a certain category. I think people regard me as a bit of a UFO!

—Sally Nyolo, formerly of Zap Mama53

While world music and world beat are putatively labels for
musics, they are more often used to label musicians. The most exhaustive guideto world music, World Music: The Rough Guide looks at "ethnic" musics in par-ticular places; here, the editors are concerned mainly with what they perceive tobe "indigenous," 

"authentic" musics.54 And they are marketing their book pri-marily to those western consumers who want to buy what they believe to be theauthentic, the real. While the contributors to World Music detail musics thatmight be called popular, they only do this when the makers are "exotic."55 so theauthors will talk at length about aboriginal rock in Australia but not, say, thePogues (Irish folk/rock/punk musicians). And they will look at rock in Asia but
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avoid Cantopop and other soft-rock and pop genres, softer sounds, to be sure, but
also far more lucrative and popular than the few rebel rockers still beloved by the
west; these Cantopop stars (such as Jacky Cheung, Aaron Kwok, Leon Lai, Andy
Lau, Faye Wong, and many others) sell millions of albums in China, southeast
Asia and in other Cantonese-speaking communities around the world. 56 There is
also no mention in The Rough Guide of any guide of karaoke, one of the biggest
ways of making money through recorded music and one of the most popular
forms of musical entertainment in Asia.57

If it seems that the world beat category refers to music that is somehow exotic,
different, fresh, and North American/British pop/rock oriented, it is also true that
musicians who make this—or any—music that sounds mainstream will be cate-
gorized by their ethnicity rather than music. For example, Banig (Josephine Banig
Roberto), a Filipina teenager now living in Los Angeles who sounds like a
Madonna wannabe, is nonetheless commonly classified as a world music figure,
even though she sings in English in a totally recognizable mainstream pop/dance
style. 58 Her record company, Del-Fi— not a world music specialty label —printed

a full-page ad in Rhythm Music Magazine (the only magazine devoted to world

music in the U.S.), half of which advertised her recording, Can You Feel My
Heart (the other half dealt with several different releases). 59

Figure 1.3

Banig: Can You Feel

My Heart. caver.
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Can You Feel My Heart went to the top of the charts in Hawaii and Illinois, and

was number 8 at the Virgin Megastore in Los Angeles. 60

WORT n MUSIC. r.1STF.NF.RS

In addition to what academics, critics, retailers, and musicians

say, listeners have their own ideas about what the music is and how it should be
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treated. The spread of the Internet gives us a glimpse at some of these

Late in March 1996, a seemingly innocent posting appeared on alt.music.world:

Subject: Sitar Music

I'm not sure if that's how you spell it, but Rachel insists that it is. Who's that, you

ask? Nobody important. Anyway, does anybody know anything about sitar music?

(You know, the weird stuffin the background of Beatles movies) Thanx a lot

(In this and all subsequent quotations from the Internet, I have left the original

spelling intact unless otherwise indicated.) Responses to this post quickly moved

into a discussion of the politics of world music. South Asian posters (one in par.

ticular) were angered that an important instrument in Indian classical music

could be referred to in this unknowledgeable, offhand way.

In the many subsequent postings, which appeared over a couple of weeks, sev-

eral issues emerged. Many users felt guilty about the kinds of music they make or

like:

As a North American (several generations, very white), I am in the position of being

a cultural rapist when I take instruments and styles from other cultures and use

them for my own entertainment. Yet there is so much beauty in those elements, that

I cannot help but want to play them myself.

Posts following this one largely fell along two lines. If you respect the borrowed

music, it's permissible to use it. For these users, intentionality played a key role. If

a western musician approaches the music to be appropriated with respect and

good intentions, then all is forgiven. The other main argument was the beliefthat

music is universal, free, available to anyone and everyone who wants to put it to

their own uses. This latter group seemed to view music as having a life of its own:

"Music *is* free," proclaimed one posting, "regardless of the *recording indus-

try's* attempt to make you think otherwise."

One polarization among netters became increasingly clear and ultimately

caused such rancor that the thread ended. Some posters (including the principal

South Asian poster) clearly possessed what I would call a "culture concept": they

had some kind of understanding of the workings of culture and the transmission

ofcultural forms; they knew about hegemony and were familiar with Left politics.

Others subscribed to the more Enlightenment view that everyone is an individual,

and music is an object and therefore not connected to any social space. The glob-

alization of North American culture and North American music is minimal,
according to these users: "No American anywhere forces anything cultural on any-
one at anytime, particularly musical," wrote one. Then, in another post, this same
person wrote, "1 would like to hear how young people around the world are
marched into record stores and forced to buy Madonna or Michael Jackson
records." These discussions lasted nearly four weeks and finally fizzled. Presum-
ably most users lost interest or deliberately stopped reading and posting out ofanger.

Clearly, there are divergent ideas among these and other fans about what con-
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stitutes world music and which strands of discourse around world music are the
best or the true ones. Ifcapitalism is conflicted and contradictory, so are listeners.
As we will see in a moment, there are plenty of world musics to go around,
whether one likes the authentic, the hybrid, the crossover, or some kind of com-
bination.

Thus far we have examined the rise of world music and the dis-
courses contributing to its growth, including musicians' and listeners' positions on
the subject. But these discourses did not just spring up out of nothing. What I
want to do next is investigate some of the representations and commodifications
of this new music to show how contemporary constructions of "nonwestern"
musics betray underlying, old sensibilities about Others and their cultures. Sev-
eral common strands emerge: rejuvenation, novelty, authenticity, originality, the
"real," and the spiritual. All of these are intertwined, but I will attempt to separate
them here.

One of the most salient discursive strategies is the use of language that empha-
sizes the diversity of the music, its freshness; the image of the "happy native" is not
far from this kind of rhetoric. Of the three guidebooks currently available (World
Music: The Rough Guide, Philip Sweeney's The Virgin Directory of World Music,
and Peter Spencer's World Beat), Spencer's is the briefest and most revealing in its
introductory comments, sounding something like a how-to guide for hip dinner
parties. He writes,

Nowadays the music you play needs to be sophisticated but not obtrusive, easy to

take but not at all bland, unfamiliar without being patronizing.

World music gives the American listener a sense of freedom from the constraints

of standardized Anglo-American pop, without the arid, over-intellectual pomposity

of much "progressive" music. World music is both entertaining and different. It

takes the listener to a place where the world's various cultures meet happily and in

the spirit of festival. It is a force for understanding and goodwill in an increasingly

dark world. 61

Spencer goes on to offer his own selection criteria, which, like those in World

Music: The Rough Guide, amount to criteria of authenticity and novelty: "Basi-

cally, anything that sounds too familiar will be left out."62 Such a statement indi-

cates that the growing interest in world music isn't just a search for authentic

sounds but new sounds, musics and musicians unpolluted by the market system of

the late capitalist west, and sounds more accessible and ignorable than the insis-

tent and in-your-face and under-your-skin popular styles of the 1990s rap, hip-

hop, grunge, punk, pop-punk, and others.
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Similarly, j. poet's guide to 
in the All-Music Guide on the Internet

continues many of the same ideas. A notion of consumption-as-health underlies

much of his language.

cats and chicks will always need to boogie, and as rock 'n' roll slowly dies of bore.

dom and cultural irrelevance 
(according to several recent Billboard surveys, rock

currently accounts for less than of the records sold in the U.s.) we're going

have to expand our horizons to find our minimum daily requirement ofmusical

isfaction. 
you listen to the music of Latin America, Africa, Jamaica, Algeria,

Java and other foreign climes you'll hear the kind of raw energy and hungry enthu_

siasm that's been missing from most pop music in this country for almost a decade.

Most of the (white) world may suffer from an advanced case ofxenophobic blind-

ness (and deafness), but that's no reason to deprive yourself of of the richest

musical rewards our planet has to offer.63

Spencer's and poet's concern for novelty is echoed in the compact disc

panying The Virgin Director,' of World Music:

hopefully demonstrates that at a time when rock has

The collection of songs .

become far too responsible to drop its trousers and most jazz couldn't be further

from the "sound ofsurprise", a whole lot ofstuffthe marketeers confine to the World

Music rack has at least one common denominator: its sheer freshness. Ifyoung peo-

ple have been walking around into record stores and buying armfuls of Salif Keita

and Milton Nascimento albums, then it's probably because they want to hear some-

thing NEW. 64

There are several notions floating about in these excerpts. One centers on an

old concern in rock music: the intellect versus the body.65 Steven Feld has written

cogently of the "beat" part ofthe world beat label, making much the same point.66

It is therefore important to note that the most frequent way ofdescribing the nature

of the nonwestern music is to talk about rhythm. Watch for this in the musicians'

quotations on their music in what follows. Rock music, we understand, which used

to be pure sex, has lost its grinding energy; musics by others (read: people ofcolor)

still have something to do with sex. It is no accident, then, that Spencer's two exam-

ples, SalifKeita (from Mali) and Milton Nascimento (from Brazil), are both black.

And jazz, we are supposed to think, while it used to be black and sexual, is now so

academicized that it too has become sterile, whether the cerebral, abstract imprcy

visations of Cecil Taylor, the studied, historically-informed work of Wynton

Marsalis, or the new music musings ofAnthony Braxton.

Another reason for the rise in the popularity of world music is that, as Spencer

indicates, many listeners are looking for something out of the mainstream. If, in

contemporary late capitalist culture, consumers continue to define themselves by
their tastes, to be an individual one must have increasingly individualized tastes,
increasingly non-mainstream tastes, increasingly eclectic or unusual tastes. Amer-
ican (and other) consumers who go to Wal- or Kwik-E- or K-Mart or wherever,
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know, whether they admit it or not, that necktie, those socks, that automobile,
they are buying is virtually identical to hundreds, thousands, hundreds of thou-
sands of others. It may be impossible to ensure one's own subjectivity in a world
in which everything is mass-produced, bought, and sold. But advertisers con-
stantly tell contemporary consumers that it is possible and that the authentic is
within reach of everyone who wants it.

MITHF.NTIO.ITY

Had Raymond Williams lived a little longer, "authenticity" would surely have
been one of his keywords, for few ideas have surfaced more noticeably and more
subtly than this one in the last decade. I have already touched on the "authentic-
ity" with which most regular listeners to music are familiar: authenticity as histor-
ical accuracy (in "art" music) or cultural/ethnographic accuracy in world musics.
Increasingly, though, there is confusion over these authenticities and an authen-
ticity that refers to a person's positionality as racialized, ethnicized, subaltern, and
premodern. Lionel Trilling 67 and Charles Taylor analyze a third authenticity: a
sincerity or fidelity to a true self. Taylor explains: "There is a certain way of being
human that is my way. I am called upon to live my life in this way, and not in imi-
tation of anyone else's life" (emphasis in original).68 But even this authenticity
operates under various guises: sincerity as credibility, or being true to the emo-
tions represented in the work, and sincerity as commitment to one's art.

Let me attempt to present all of these authenticities together as a whole, first,
before teasing out the various strains.69 First, I should note that all these authen-
ticities have at bottom an assumption about an essential(ized), real, actual,
essence. For Trilling and Taylor this essence is the modern, bourgeois, individual;

in music it is an assumption of original, untainted ways of musicking and sound-

ing. The problem is that there are multiple subject positions available to anyone

and multiple interpretations and constructions of those positions. Those that are

thrown into relief most frequently in music are the public/private conceptions of

stars, and the artistic/personal existences of musicians. But the west, while it views

its citizens as occupying many different subject positions, allows "natives" only

one, and it is whatever one the west wants at any particular moment. So con-

structions of "natives" by music fans at the metropoles constantly demand that

these "natives" be premodern, untainted, and thus musically the same as they

ever were. Even more thoughtful critical discourse cannot escape these old bina-

ries and expectations. Authenticity is jettisoned and hybridity is celebrated, but it

is always "natives" whose music is called a hybrid (and you can tell this by the use

of the natural metaphor to describe supposed "natural" peoples, cultures, and

processes of hybridizing70 ). Musicians at the metropoles rarely make musics that

are heard as hybrids (even if they are every bit as hybridized as musics from the

peripheries) but instead are placed in more prestigious categories and praised, as

was Paul Simon for Graceland: Simon reinvented himself artistically and suc-

cessfully engineered a "creative rebirth. "71
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The discourse surrounding the Simon and Graceland case helps get at some of

these issues.72 Along with the theme of rejuvenation, which constantly 
surfaces in

the rhetoric of western musicians who work with musicians and musics fr

around the world, there are the multiple subject positions available to metropolis

tans in late capitalism. "It's hard to know if you're being attacked as an artist or as

a person,"73 said Simon about the Graceland controversy, and that is the point:

a person he was resolutely anti-apartheid, as an artist, his western, voracious

thetic allowed him to appropriate anything and do anything with it.

Capitalist structures that protect western subjects, with the most visible of

these being, stars, allow western culture to emerge as simultaneously always

grel and always pure. "Culture flows like water," says Simon, defending his work

with black South African musicians. "It isn't something that can just be cut off."74

Note yet another natural metaphor. Simon means, though, the "natural" culture

of "natives"; his "culture" isn't culture in this anthropological sense at all: it is civ_

ilization, intellectual property. So his culture can be cut off: he has copyrights,

agents, lawyers, publishers, record company executives at his disposal. And

Simon's hybrids, appropriations, syncretisms—supported by these capitalist

music-industrial structures—are conceived as nothing other than his individual

creations, meaning they are only thought of as his original works. Western culture

is neither pure nor impure because it is owned. It is constructed as outside the

purview ofsuch ideas as authenticity. But other cultures' forms are available to be

constructed as pure or impure when they are not owned, and even, sometimes,

when they are.

I would like to make it clear that the "authenticity" I am attempting to describe

here is a real thing, not just a marketing tool or, as Martin Stokes has written, "a

discursive trope ofgreat persuasive power,"75 or, as Iain Chambers has argued, on

the wane.76 But "authenticity" is something that many musicians and listeners

believe in and use as a discursive trope. An example from my own experience

might help make the highly contradictory nature of this concept a bit clearer.

V%ile as a scholar in using the term authenticity I am well aware of the problems

that arise (as I hope this discussion demonstrates), with my other hat on, that ofa

player of Irish traditional music, I have a firm, inflexible idea about what is

"authentic" in that music and attempt to play not merely in an authentic style but

also seek out players with similar attitudes and pick as favorites bands that play in

ways that conform to my conception of authenticity.

Authenticity ofPositionality

Notions ofwhat we can call "authenticity" seem to be increasingly common in

the global postmodern. Consumers at the traditional metropoles look toward the

former margins for anything real, rather than the produced. They want "real"

gangsta rap musicians—black, poor, from the hood —not middle-class ones, and

certainly not white ones. Time and again I see this in teaching (and in my own

house with our teenager). The most important criterion for my students and
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daughter in listening to a band isn't whether they are good, Ineaningful, or inter-
esting. but if they have sold out to Inoney, to conunercialistn. '1k) "sell out" means
to: l) appear on M'!V, or appear on any other major television network; 2) sign

ith a tnaior label." In that order, it seems. Prince Be of the hip-hop group P.M.
says "a sell-out is someone who does shit that they can't fuckin' stand doing

just to tnake tuoney. "7

If swrld nmsicians depart from their assumed origins they run the risk of being
labeled as a sellout and/or perhaps losing their world music audience, which for
many nonwestern musicians, is the only audience they have outside their imme-
diate locale and circles. The discourse of selloutism applies far and wide, not just
to world musicians. An example from the world of "alternative" rock will help
make some of this clearer. A recent letter to Spin magazine, which had named
Smashing Pumpkins the Artists of the Year in 1994, captures this disdain of the
sellout, or the popular: "Kudos-plus to your Artist of the Year, Smashing Pump-
kins. It's about time this band got the recognition it deserves. I've held the Pump-
kins deep and close to my flaccid, hollow heart for so long it rather irks me that
they have become mainstream and are not only mine anymore, but half of Amer-

So, it would seem, owning a CD or a concert ticket here and there isn't
enough: today's listeners/consumers seem to view themselves as owners of a piece
of a band (or bands as owners of a piece of each of their earliest fans), a piece that
gets smaller as the band gets bigger. And so if a band becomes nationally popular,
they cease to "belong" enough to any individual.

By definition, world music musicians cannot be sellouts, since the structures
of the music industry exclude virtually all world musicians from the venues, visi-
bility, and profits that might make them appear to be sellouts to their fans. But lis-
teners can construct these musicians as sellouts if their music seems to be too
much like North American and U.K. popular musics: their betrayal is of music
and place, not of anticommercial values. It is important to underscore this point:
North American and British musicians can make whatever music they want and
only be viewed as sellouts if they try to make money; any other musician is con-
strained by the western discourse of authenticity to make music that seems to
resemble the indigenous music of their place and is cast as a sellout if they make
more popular-sounding music, and/or try to make money. (I will unpack this
dynamic as it relates to Youssou N'Dour and Angélique Kidjo in chapter 5.)

Authenticity of Emotionality

The discourse of emotionality and experience perhaps owes much to the rise

of folk music, as outlined intelligently by Simon Frith in Sound Effects. It was,

according to Frith, this demonstration of one's own emotional experience that

gave folk music its power in the 1960s. 80 This concept in world music is often

bound up with constructions of spirituality (hence one ofthe ways that the world

music and new age music categories overlap). So, for example, Paul Simon was

drawn to his collaborators on the album The Rhythm of the Saints, he says,

23
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because he found it "real and emotional."81 But mostly, listeners' demands for

authentic spirituality apply to Others, whose perceived enigmatic qualities are

often interpreted as spiritual.

The best illustration of this phenomenon is the improbable success of th

Tibetan monks ofGyuto, whose polyphonic vocalizing has catapulted them into

international fame, which they translate into support for Tibetan refugees and

Free Tibet activities. Their record company, Rykodisc, maintains a World Wide

Web page on the Internet. Listen to the ways this music is marketed.

The sobering, otherworldly sounds of the Monks have been developed over hun_

dreds ofyears, ever since the Gyuto Tantric University was founded in 1474. Their

monastic training includes a type of multiphonic chanting, in which each monk

sings a chord containing two or three notes simultaneously. This remarkable, tran-

scendentally beautiful sound, thought to arise only from the throat of a person who

has realized selfless wisdom, is like nothing else on this earth.82

And on the same Web page:

Their voices come from a place largely unknown to other humans, lifting three-note

chords from individual throats to produce a sound that is awesome and quite liter-
ally cosmic. They are the Gyuto Monks, once of Tibet and now of Dharmsala,
India. They chant to set the human race and the planet free. Seeing and hearing
them is a very special experience, for in addition to their multiphonic chanting, the
audience is feasted with the brilliant colors of their costume, the graceful movement
of ritual activity, and a panoply of unusual instruments: mountain horns, bells, and
drums.83

The quasi-spiritual words describe a "music" that is actually fairly dull, the
Tibetan equivalent of a group of Christian clerics communally reciting prayers.
This isn't an aesthetic judgment, however; rather, I am trying to point out that the
western presentations of these Tibetan Buddhist chants leave them so decontex-
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tualized and deritualized that they are evacuated of the meanings of their own
surroundings, and of little interest to a western listener as music. But these sounds
are made interesting in the way they are packaged for consumption as the essence
of ancient, eastern spirituality, and the fame-value that rubs off of Mickey Hart
and other western stars who associate with them.

The spiritualization that western listeners impose on this decontextualized and
deritualized music is also indicated by the monks' first recording: not for Mickey
Hart and Rykodisc (noted world music preservationists) but, rather, Windham
Hill, a label that first became known for virtually creating the new age genre in
the early 1980s.84 Still, I don't think it is necessarily the spiritual nature assumed
by western listeners that gives this music an audience; the famed throat singers of
Tuva are no less popular, but they are secular, and their music sounds much the
same to most westerners. 85

Australian Peter Parkhill has commented cogently on the tendency of western
listeners to impose gut-level, romantic ideas and feelings to musics they might not
otherwise be able to respond to at all, except with puzzlement. Parkhill notes that
the press coverage of the 1992 WOMAD (World of Music and Dance) Festival in
Adelaide was mainly concerned with the reviewers' perceptions of the raw emo-
tion of the nonwestern musicians. "The term most commonly used was 'feeling',
unlimited resources of which were credited to all visiting performers: they all
played with great feeling, no one had ever heard music played with such feeling,
and so on."86 It seems that if the feelings presented and evoked are so real, they
must therefore also be deep, or spiritual.

The boldest attempt to capture the spiritual angle has been the successful col-
lection discussed earlier, Global Meditation: Authentic Music from Meditative
Traditions of the World, a snazzy 4-CD release by Ellipsis Arts ... in 1992. (Their
companion collection, the 4-CD Global Celebration: Authentic Music from Fes-
tivals Celebrations Around the World, shows the other side of the common emo-
tional binary allowed native peoples by the west: authentically spiritual on one
hand, authentically joyful and celebratory on the other).87 On the outside of the
box so potential buyers can see it before buying, appear the words:

Rhythm, melody, harmony and song are as natural to human beings as are breath-

ing and talking. We create music around our work, celebrations, and folklore.

Through music, we express the vast range of our emotions and ideas. Music also

exists universally as an integral part of our spiritual lives. It is the meditative, sacred,

and spiritual music, existing for thousands of years in all parts of the world, which is

the inspiration behind Global Meditation.88

Note how this statement uses the first person plural to universalize. Some of this

sounds like wishful thinking, as if the writers are forgetting that it was the sup-

posed death of rock music and bankruptcy of western culture that led most lis-

teners to this music in the first place. Such marketing unfortunately obscures the

value of the anthology, for it is a well-chosen and -presented collection, culled
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from previously released recordings, some made in the field. There is much to

like in the music, if not the packaging.

Because there are some field recordings, the company's claim to authenticity

works. Some of the songs are authentic in the purist sense; but this authenticity

is 
overlain/juxtaposed 

with the 
full new 

age treatment. Each disc in each collec_

tion gets its own title (Global Meditation's four CDs are called 'Voices ofthe

spirit," "Harmony and Interplay," The Pulse of Life," and "Music from the

Heart"; Global Celebration's are "Dancing with the Gods," "Earth Spirit," "pas.

sages," and "Gatherings"). The point is that the marketing of these and many

other recordings sells by bringing to bear on the impressionable consumer sev-

eral powerful discourses, any one of which will sell some recordings, and all of

which, together, sell even more, putting Ellipsis Arts ... on the best-selling label

list in 1993 as noted earlier. Further, they sell only about a third of their record-

ings in record stores; the rest are in new age stores, museum shops, and book-

stores.
89

Even those who admit the marketing origins of the term world music cling to

the spiritual undertones. Philippe Constaint, director of Mango, the Island

Records world music subsidiary, says,

World music has existed commercially since the industry began seeing it as a source

ofprofit. It is a market category. As long as the producers of this music do not forget

its spiritual dimension, as long as they are not too obsessed by the desire to get into

the top 50... all will go well. This music has existed as long as the human race. It is

not intended to conquer the market, and that is good. It is just intended to be heard

by more people. 90

Constaint's comment demonstrates the multiple bind faced by many subaltern
musicians: stay spiritual, stay authentic, don't try to be too popular. We shall see
how several musicians deal with this tension in subsequent chapters.

Authenticity as Primality

Another facet of the authenticity issue concerns origins; this is perhaps the old-
est assumption made by westerners of musics from outside the west. 91 What is of
concern to listeners is that the world music (or alternative rock or what have you)
they consume has some discernible connection to the timeless, the ancient, the
primal, the pure, the chthonic; that is what they want to buy, since their own
world is often conceived as ephemeral, new, artificial, and corrupt. This isn't anew sentiment; it goes back to the nineteenth century, at least, as far as music isconcerned, and probably earlier still. At any rate, early modern instances ofwest-ern European discontent with western Europe are abundant, demonstratingEuropean disaffection for the "modern," "civilized" world and celebrating thepure and natural existence ofthe noble savage. Italian Peter Martyr,92 court chap-lain and philosopher to Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand, wrote in his Decades(1511) that the recently "discovered" indigenous Americans lived without
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pestiferous moneye, the seed of innumerable myscheves. So that if we shall not be
ashamed to confesse the truthe, they seem to lyve in the goulden worlde of the
which owlde wryters speake so much: wherin men lyved simplye and innocentlye
without inforcement of lawes, without quarrelling ludges and libelles, contente
onlye to satisfie nature, without further vexation for knowledge of thinges to come.

93

The point is that the earliest European observers viewed the unspoiled, unmod-
ern "savage" as living lives that modernized Europeans could only envy: natural,
innocent. And lives in which music was made, not manufactured.

Even the names of the new labels specializing in these new genres help con-
note the primal, the original, the authentic, the unfettered, the real: City of
Tribes, EarthBeat!, Earthworks, GlobeStyle, Original Music, Real World, Red-
wood Cultural Work, Rhythm Safari, Roots Records, Soundings of the Planet,
and, in German, Erdenklang ("Earthsound"), and many others. Recently, anoth-
er curious logism has found favor: the adjective "cultural" is beginning to be used
as a code for "ethnic" and/or "authentic." Some critics and musicians speak of
"cultural music" as a category congruent, it would seem, to world music. For
example, an interviewer paraphrased David Byrne by writing that "all popular
U.S. music . is a synthesis of African, Latin, Celtic, and other cultural music."94

In a similar example noted earlier, a representative of a "space music" label
describes the didjeridu as a "cultural instrument" (see footnote 21). And a recent
advertisement in Vibe magazine (which chronicles hip-hop music and culture)
displayed several muscular young African American men wearing brightly col-
ored clothing with bold patterns. The company? Cultural Clothing.

This imputation of spirituality and primality to world music occasionally slips

into universalist discourse, some examples of which we have already encoun-
tered, as if something so spiritual must also be ancient, primal, and therefore time-

less and universal. For example, Peter Spencer writes, blithely stepping over issues

of cultural relativism, that "the bond that a vernacular music has with its particu-

lar subculture is something that can be felt even by those outside of the subcul-

ture.... And for the American listener who defines his or her taste by its unortho-

doxy, discovering music that expresses that distance ... is one of the moments that

makes life real."95

Immanuel Wallerstein suggests that, historically, the concept of the universal

was

propagated by those who held economic and political power in the world-system of

historical capitalism. Universalism was offered to the world as a gift of the powerful

to the weak. The gift itself harboured racism, for it gave the recipient two choices:

accept the gift, thereby acknowledging that one was low on the hierarchy of

achieved wisdom; refuse the gift, thereby denying oneself weapons that could

reverse the unequal real power situation.96

We shall see in later chapters how some musicians accept the gift and use it to
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their own advantage (such as Ladysmith Black Mambazo), while other musicians

have more conflicted ideas about it.

The central problematic in such marketing and labeling revolves around th

necessity for demonstrating that world music and world beat are both timeless and

new at the same time. This results in some odd linguistic juxtapositions in all are.

nas of the marketplace. For example, the recipe of my favorite pancake mix was

altered recently, the new but familiar box proclaiming both "Original Recipeh

and "New and Improved." World music is timeless, but fresh; fresh, but timeless

You have heard it before (almost), but you haven't heard anything like it before

BROWGHT TO yorr BY

Often, the discourses ofauthenticity or spirituality distance the makers ofother

musics so far that to bring them back for consumption by westerners an intermes

diary is required. So one final area related to authenticity concerns who brings us

this music, and how; recall the photograph of Mickey Hart and the C,yuto Monks

in Figure 1.4 above. This publicity photo captures a "Brought To You By—" feel.

ing, as though this music, taken out of its original context, cannot be presented

without a western interpreter/guide who is a master of technology. The curatori.

al aspect of much of the production of world music and world beat should not be

underestimated. In the realm of the visual arts, the notion of curatorship and pre.

sentation have become hot topics but have gone largely unremarked in music,

except by the typically astute Steven Feld.97 And the major crisis in anthropolog

in the last decade has been the ways that the ethnographer can—or should—

(re)present the "native.

There is indeed a burgeoning growth in the recordings of musicians like Hart

who have become passionate about certain musics from around the world and

who have done much to preserve and promote them. 99 Often, these westerners

who become involved with recording remote musics tap into the explorer narra-

tive: they are heading off to mysterious places looking for mysterious music. The

best illustration of this is ex-Police drummer Stewart Copeland's The Rhythmatist,

a recording made in 1985, which he said, ten years later, is the album of which he

is proudest.100 The cover, reproduced as Figure 1.5, shows a virile, dressed all in

black, hat-clad Copeland dramatically holding a huge microphone in the air, a

microphone more phallic, if possible, than a gun: Copeland is a hunter for a new
age 101

Copeland's note inside, preceded by two paragraphs attributed to Thomas

Aquinas (an impossible attribution since the "quotation" mentions a cassette
recorder) about a ritual rock/instrument, makes the explorer narrative and the
"natural culture" assumption clear.

"Rhythmatism" is the study of patterns that weave the fabric of life; with this specu-

lation in mind a black clad figure is on his way across the so-called dark continent•
He meets lions, warriors, pygmies and jungles before stumbling across the rock.
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COPELAND

figure 1.5

Stewart Copeland: The

Rhythmatist. cover

This record is a curious blend of musical snatches from Tanzania, Kenya,
Burundi, Zaire, the Congo and Buckinghamshire.

With all this recording of African music I couldn't help but add some drums of

my own and a little electric guitar even.102

There is much to unpack here: the politically correct questioning of Africa as
the "dark continent," the continuation of the explorer narrative, and the self-effac-
ing remark about his own contribution, which is not at all modest or insubstantial

and serves to undermine the aggressiveness signified on the album's cover.
Copeland's interview comments on these issues are unfortunately no more
thoughtful.

I've recently heard an expression: cultural mining. It's a term of derision, although

I proudly assume this term for my own work. Because I think the term itself is only

used by intellectual journalists who are very ignorant of the mind-set of the indige-

nous people in exotic places. That mind-set is very open and giving of its culture and

proud to have people from across the world listening to it. And appreciating it. The

idea that someone goes to an African village, records their music, and takes the tape

away—it's not like, suddenly, "Where's all the music gone? Must've been that white

guy with his microphone! He stole it and took it away with him!" Nothing could

give them greater happiness than the idea that some people in a faraway land are

dancing to their beat. 103

It is sometimes true that "natives" don't mind western musicians taking their

music, but, as in the case of Ladysmith Black Mambazo and the other black
South African musicians who worked with Paul Simon on Graceland, they want-

ed something in return: international recognition. 104
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But on The Rhythmatist, as usual in such albums, no musicians are credited b

name, except western ones (or famous nonwestern ones); African musicians are

credited by tribe only. The album cover states, "All music composed by Stewart

Copeland" except two selections, one credited to the "world music fusionist"105

(and The Rhythmatist collaborator) Zairian Ray Lema, and another to Lema and

Copeland.

Many of these world music recordings feature photographs of the sound tech.

nician/host/explorer with audio equipment. 106 Often the accompanying pho_

tographs show a bedraggled western musician with his or her nonwestern collab_

orator(s), always photographed to look less scruffy and more at home, and usually

looking as exotic as possible: in traditional dress, with an instrument or weapon.

Or sometimes, the emphasis is placed on the collision of the (post)modern west.

ern technocrat with the premodern native, who is wearing headphones, or some_

how using audio or video equipment.

All of this isn't so much to criticize Copeland, Mickey Hart, or anyone else, as

to point out that the intersecting discourses of authenticity, exploration, emotion-

ality, universalism, spirituality, and others have an immense inertia, which even

the most reflexive and sensitive musician would find difficult to overcome, and

which most of us as listeners succumb to in one way or another. This durability of

old western notions about the African continent and premodern cultures every.

where is also perpetuated by the fact that the flows of power in the music industry

overlap in complex ways; musicians can produce recordings (Paul Simon), own
or head record companies or divisions of companies (David Byrne, Peter Gabriel,
Mickey Hart); music journalists can oversee series and anthologies (Brooke
Wentz, for example, compiled Global Meditation and Voices of Forgotten Worlds,
and co-compiled Global Celebration). 107 Even academics occasionally foray into
the production side, with some ethnomusicologists compiling and annotating
anthologies (Veit Erlmann, Steven Feld, Jocelyne Guilbault, Christopher Water-
man, and Philip Yampolsky spring first to mind). 108

In his important study The Black Atlantic, Paul Gilroy quotes Jean Baudrillard
on the process ofcommodification to buttress his argument that listeners of black
music reinject commodified performances with a politicized memory of slavery,a process that turns the object into an event. Here is Baudrillard's passage:

The work ofart—a new and triumphant fetish and not a sad alienated one—shouldwork to deconstruct its own traditional aura, its authority and power of illusion, inorder to shine resplendent in the pure obscenity of the commodity. It must annihi-late itselfas familiar object and become monstrously foreign. But this foreignness isnot the disquieting strangeness ofthe repressed or alienated object; this object doesnot shine from its being haunted or out ofsome secret dispossession; it glows with averitable seduction that comes from elsewhere, having exceeded its own form andbecome pure object, pure event. 109
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Here Baudrillard rewrites Walter Benjamin's idea of the aura inherent in art-
works: aura is not something intrinsic and unique that may be lost in the mechan-
iCal reproduction of artworks but something that must be destroyed in an era of
mechanical, electronic, and digital reproduction.

Baudrillard's process of transformation is reversed in the consumption of world
music: the music is not familiar-made-monstrous, but the monstrous-made-famil-
iar: noise transformed into music. This transformation occurs by aestheticization,
the unfamiliar music harnessed for western consumption by its incorporation into
the interlinked realms of the commodity and the aesthetic. There is some irony in
the fact that to "understand" or "appreciate" world music, it has not only to be pre-
sented by an intermediary but commodified as well, as if commodification some-
how refines world music into a familiar and intelligible consumable item.

But we have gone too long without music. The following chap-
ters will examine the voices and sounds of musicians, fleshing out some of the
theoretical issues and observations already made, always remembering that there
are people who make and listen to music. It is to all of these voices that I now turn.
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